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Lo-fi high five music reviews: Grimes - “Miss Anthropocene (Rave Edition)” (2021)
Liam Strong
lstrong1@uwsuper.edu

Have you ever found
yourself in a place where
you asked for a remix
album? Remixes, though
potentially unnecessary to
some degree—and often
a way for artists to sustain
relevance of old material—are special in terms
of production. Sometimes
a remix can fix previous production issues in
tracks while adding something new to the original
song. Moreover, remixes
allow for artists to collaborate with other artists
by allowing them to remix
the song with their own
pastiche of genre and
style, many times creating
a remix that sounds quite
far from the original.
On paper, a remix album
sounds like a glorified
cover album that permits
the original material to
fluidly move between
genres and textural
sounds. In practice, remix
albums often lead to

bizarre and ill-advised decisions. After the release
of 2020’s “Miss Anthropocene,” electronic music
and pop artist Grimes
put out her newest remix
album, “Miss Anthropocene (Rave Edition),”
which exhibits a stripped
back interpretation of
many songs that were, in
fact, perfectly good the
way they were. It’s not
unusual that EDM artists put out dance remix
albums; in fact, a large
portion of remix albums
are produced with EDM
accessibility in mind.
“Miss Anthropocene” was
an album packed to the
brim with dance beats in
its original version, but
what did Grimes' onslaught of new producers
do to help?
Well, they added more
beats. Beats might be
the wrong word—every
song gained a bass drum
rhythm that both sounds
like an annoying metronome throughout and

also detracts from the
much more diverse beats
Grimes originally had.
For the most part, Grimes
is completely absent from
these songs, aside from
the surprisingly fleeting
instances where her singing is spliced in, sometimes as the only melody
to the song. One of the
main reasons these remixes drag on for so long
is that every single track
has been extended, some
to the length of ten whole
minutes. Of nothing but
the same bass beat, over
and over.
That said: this is a rave
album. It’s not trying to
be groundbreaking. Honestly, it’s not trying to be
as texturally or technically
interesting as the original
“Miss Anthropocene”
because the “Rave Edition” is just meant to be
danced to. You might hear
it in a club somewhere,
but the songs have been
so disemboweled of identity that they’re close to
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Ultimately, remixes suffer
from so much expectation of living up to their
original material that it’s
almost easy to predict
that a remix is going to be
poor once it’s announced.
Do we want remixes to
be bad? Of course not. A
good remix ought to pay
homage and add some-

Grimes
“Miss Anthropocene
(Rave Edition)”
(2021)

Chi Alpha provides chance for
students to find faith, friendship

Koski balances love of running, writing

A native of Park Falls,
Wisconsin, Koski grew
up without WiFi or cable
television for her entire
childhood; spending
most of her time with her
parents and two brothers, Jordan and Kevin. “I
think a lot of my creativity and willingness to
go out was due to that,”
Koski said. “We spent a
lot of time writing poems,
going outside and having
family movie night.”
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Koski running for UWS. The
Park Falls native has been
named UMAC Academic
All-Conference each of the
past two years.

Moving away from home
to attend college is sometimes a scary and unusual experience. However, some students find
a sense of community on
the UWS campus through
a shared faith. Casey
Damberg, a junior economics major, joined Chi
Alpha to have a community on campus to interact
and spend time with.

serves Christ and is a
strong community and
relationship builder.” Antos described Damberg as
one of the core members
of the group.
“I love having the chance
to do really fun activities
with my friends,” said
Damberg. “I also enjoy
the people in the group
because I get to have
deep, interpersonal conversations about my faith,
our personal lives and the
world.”
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